Name: Joseph Waite
Company: BizNetUK
I have received outstanding service from IP House, they are always happy to go above and beyond
and I'm confident in all aspects of the facility, from power and security to connectivity and service nothing is too much for them! They have a secure space for our infrastructure deliveries, which is
covered with a roof. This means bringing equipment in and out of the building regardless of weather
conditions is never an issue. They also offer excellent logistical benefits like forklifts to help with offloading and heavy deliveries. Dual, resilient power is supplied as standard, as you would expect.
Multiple security protocols are in place to ensure the building is protected to the highest standard.
Due to the location, the connectivity options available are second-to-none, you won’t be able to find
many places that can offer faster speeds or better service.
+++++++++++++++++++++++
Name: Martin Smith
Company: Maggie's Crypto Farm
IP House are very quick to setup, their customer service is outstanding – they customise to the
clients needs, not only do they have full and half racks but quarter racks are also available … Many
data centres don’t provide this! They have a highly secure facility, ultra-fast connectivity and resilient
power.
They are everything you'd expect from a data centre.

+++++++++++++++++++++
Name: Charles Lyons
Company: ConnetU
We required a solution that was not the standard setup that IP House provide, and needed it quite
urgently. The team were very accommodating and were able to provision the required solution
quickly with a custom power configuration which was still provided with full resilience. The customer
service was excellent throughout. Despite being a secure facility, access procedures were simple to
follow and there were no problems accessing the facility at any time required. They were also able
to receive and securely store a number of large deliveries during installation. Their flexibility was
appreciated and highly recommended.’

